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Moby Dick is a novel by American author Herman Melville. It is the story of captain AhabÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

quest for revenge against the titular white whale Moby Dick. The whale has on a previous voyage

destroyed Ahab's ship and severed his leg at the knee. The story is narrated by the sailor

Ishmael.Originally the novel was a failure but in the 20th century it was rediscover and recognized

as work of literary genius.
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Author Lance Stahlberg and illustrator Lalit Kumar Singh do a stupendous job at tackling one of the

longest novels in American literature in graphic format. Stahlberg is faithful to Melville in plot and

characterization. While I read it, I felt that I was part of the movie. Captain Ahab's vibrant and

dynamic albeit twisted personality was not lost in this adaptation. And Lilat's artwork was simply

gorgeous and outstanding. If students are reluctant to tackle the original version of Moby Dick (and I

can't blame them for that), this is it. Stahlberg's language is dynamic and exciting so that it is



impossible to stop reading it. You can still discuss the literary elements and themes with this graphic

text. The book has a couple of informative pages about the sperm whale, the existence of the true

Moby Dick, and whalers of the nineteenth century. The book certainly deserves its place in the

classroom. I highly recommend it.

From previous experience I knew there used to be a bug that prevented the original Kindle from

linking to footnotes in some content. Thanks to the unnamed programmer who finally fixed this .The

content pages are all complete and the text is clear. And the footnote linking works. It appears that 

has cleaned up the formatting of Kindle content a lot in the past year. Now if they'd offer to

re-download clean versions of our previous purchases, that would really boost customer loyalty. As

to the content, I'd say that $3 for a portable copy of this classic is a good bargain.

WARNING: THIS KINDLE VERSION OF BOOK IS MISSING PAGES. PUBLISHER HAS BEEN

MADE AWARE OF THIS BUT HAS NOT UPDATED BOOK. THE MISSING PAGES OCCUR IN

MIDDLE OF IMPORTANT CHAPTERS AND CAUSE THEM TO MAKE NO SENSE. (Feb 2013)(still

true Feb 2014: Kindle dept has dropped ball on contacting publisher so I will be calling Kindle again

since book has not auto-updated or shown that corrected version is available, so pages still missing

in several places throughout book)This version is better than the free version because it has not

been edited down to plot-only. Magnificent story of one of the most fascinating complex characters

ever invented - Ahab - & the crew unwittingly forced to accompany him on his crazed quest for

revenge against the Great White Whale who maimed him. Complete with detailed footnotes to

explain all the biblical, literary, historical & contemporary references Melville enriched his work with.

Story told from multiple points of view, adding to its depth & richness. (Ignore the intro as it's like

CliffNotes: adds nothing to the novel & insists on judging characters instead of letting intelligent

readers decide for themselves). One of the best adventure stories ever written. JAWS was based on

this but that novel suffers in comparison to this great classic.

Tackling the likes of Melville or Hawthorne to bring the language down to entry-level is no small

task. The quality and the tone of this retelling is remarkably different from the original, but the plot is

similar enough that a semblance of the theme emerges. While no literary masterpiece, a child that

has read or been read this will at least be familiar with the story.To be clear, if you've read this,

you've hardly read Moby-Dick. You'll miss a ton, and quite a bit more than less shortened Classic

Starts I've read like Tom Sawyer, The Jungle Book, and The Call of the Wild. I suppose those other



original authors were not as commanding in their use of English as Melville should be regarded.The

story is nearly gutted of all the Christian and biblical references, allusion and innuendo. Because of

this, character development is very shallow. Because Moby-Dick is a first-person narrative, it has

the effect of the reader not really getting to know the protagonist narrator very well, and also of

reducing his thoughts and observations of other characters to very cursory ones.In the end, it's still

at least as good as the average chapter book written to be read to kindergarteners, and it retells a

story that has some substance that an adult reader can enjoy (if they've read Moby Dick). I guess

it's kind of like reading a children's version of a bible story -- not the full monty but worthy and if you

know more, you might even find yourself inspired to augment it with a little more of the truth.My

preschool aged kids enjoyed the story. They created artwork based on the story out of their own

initiative, played "whale" in the community pool, and understood allusions and metaphor to princple

themes in the story like the blindedness of Ahab's foolish, vengeful wrath.The only way to go wrong

here is if this story somehow prevented someone from reading the original when they were later

able.

This review of of the Easton Press Collector's Edition in The 100 Greatest Books Ever Written.One

of my very favorite books of all time and this Easton Press edition showed me just what a finely

crafted leather-bound masterpiece could be. The ribbed leather cover is exquisite, the cloth backing

on the inside of the front and back cover luxurious, and the archival quality paper is nothing short of

extraordinary. The publisher chose illustrations by a talented artist to help bring the story alive, and

a typeset was specifically selected that would be most appropriate for this work. The result is a fine

piece of craftsmanship that draws my respect as I sit by the fire, experiencing the wonderful

sensation of holding such a finely crafted work in my hands while I read this incredible piece of

literature.
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